High Land-Use Intensity Diminishes Stability of Forage Provision of Mountain Pastures under Future Climate Variability
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Abstract: Semi-natural, agriculturally used grasslands provide important ecologic and economic services, such as feed supply. In mountain regions, pastures are the dominant agricultural system and face more severe climate change impacts than lowlands. Climate change threatens ecosystem functions, such as aboveground net primary production [ANPP] and its nutrient content. It is necessary to understand the impacts of climate change and land-management on such ecosystems to develop management practices to sustainably maintain provision of ecosystem services under future climatic conditions. We studied the effect of climate change and different land-use intensities on plant-soil communities by the downslope translocation of plant-soil mesocosms along an elevation gradient in 2016, and the subsequent application of two management types (extensive vs. intensive). Communities’ response to ANPP and leaf carbon (C), nitrogen (N), and phosphorus (P) content was quantified over the subsequent two years after translocation. ANPP increased with warming in 2017 under both management intensities, but this effect was amplified by intensive land-use management. In 2018, ANPP of intensively managed communities decreased, in comparison to 2017, from 35% to 42%, while extensively managed communities maintained their production levels. The changes in ANPP are coupled with an exceptionally dry year in 2018, with up to 100 more days of drought conditions. The C:N of extensively managed communities was higher than those of intensively managed ones, and further increased in 2018, potentially indicating shifts in resource allocation strategies that may explain production stability. Our results revealed a low resistance of intensively managed communities’ ANPP under especially dry conditions. The ability to alter resource allocation likely enables a constant level of production under extensive management, but this ability is lost under intensive management. Thus, future drought events may leave intensive management as a non-sustainable farming practice, and ultimately threaten ecosystem services of montane pastures.
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1. Introduction

On a global scale, grasslands as natural grasslands (35 mio km$^2$) and as human transformed semi-natural grasslands (15 mio km$^2$ cropland and 31.5 mio km$^2$ pasture)
Mountain grasslands are among the largest terrestrial biomes [1,2]. Mountain grasslands are predominantly used as pasture for forage-based dairy and livestock production, forming the dominant habitat in the Alps and their foothills. However, these ecosystems are exposed to climate and land-use changes which will affect the provision of ecosystem services in the future. Mean annual temperature is predicted to rise over the 21st century [3], being most severe in high altitudes [4,5]. Besides the change in long-term average temperature, intra- and inter-annual temperature variability will increase [6], and has already increased in Europe [7]. Additionally, precipitation patterns may shift, and a reduction in precipitation during the summer months is projected for the Alps [5]. The coupled effects of climate change on temperature and precipitation are expected to increase the frequency and intensity of drought periods [8]. This likely impairs grasslands and their provided amount and chemical composition of biomass [9], causing persisting long-term effects [10].

To cope with limiting soil-moisture under drought conditions, plants can either increase their ability for acquiring limited resources by increasing root development [11], or be more efficient with their use of limited resource by constructing more water-use efficient and drought-tolerant leaf tissue [12,13]. Thus, it is necessary to understand mechanisms controlling managed communities’ dynamic reaction to resource acquisition and allocation in response to fluctuating climatic conditions, as these mechanisms determine the stability of ecosystem functions. This will help to preserve provided ecologic and economic value under future climatic conditions.

Climate change and land-use intensity both have significant potential to change resource availability in managed grasslands. The strong seasonality and short growing season in cold-temperature limited mountain grasslands of the northern hemisphere strongly regulate productivity [14,15]. An earlier snowmelt caused by warmer temperature elongates the growing season length [16] and stimulates growth [17], though only if not water limited [18,19]. Further, warmer temperatures induced by climate change enhance the decomposition of soil organic matter [20], stimulate soil microbial activity [21], and will increase gross nitrogen turnover [22] and nitrification rates [23], ultimately increasing plant nitrogen availability while reducing phosphorus availability via immobilization [24]. In grasslands, where cold temperatures have caused the accumulation of large soil organic matter and total nitrogen stocks [25], the climate change-induced increase in gross nitrogen turnover may be pronounced. External nutrient input via fertilization (e.g., slurry application) directly increases soil nitrogen and phosphate (P₂O₅) content. Acidification of soils can indirectly increase phosphorous solubility [26], yet low pH can also decrease phosphorous availability due to adsorption mechanisms (e.g., ligand exchange with aluminium or iron oxides) [27].

Classic knowledge states that the highest phosphorus solubility occurs at a pH ranging between 6.5 and 7 [28], which was recently confirmed by Penn and Camberato in 2019 [27]. Temperature induced increases in turnover rates and external nutrient input both alleviate belowground nutrient limitation and stimulate the growth of grasslands [29,30], and may be of high importance in nitrogen-limited grasslands at high altitudes or latitudes [30]. An increase in soil nutrient availability can also improve nutritive quality of produced biomass [31]. During the last few decades, land-use intensity in the Alps has changed, with grasslands at high altitude and with difficult terrain being abandoned due to high-cost management, while grassland management in valley bottoms has intensified [32].

Shifting nutrient availability under climate change and differing land-use intensities likely entails changes in uptake and allocation of nutrients, ultimately altering element contents and elemental stoichiometry of plant tissue [24,33]. For example, plants can alter their nutrient allocation and shift towards higher investment into above- rather than belowground biomass under a surplus of soil nutrient availability [34,35], which is reflected in stoichiometric flexibility in tissues [36,37]. The elemental stoichiometry of an organism is linked to its growth rate. A decreasing C:N or C:P ratio, equivalent to a lower amount of carbon per unit nitrogen, respectively, phosphor, is coupled with an increasing growth rate [38]. Though the relationship of the N:P ratio to growth rate is not that simple, as, in
theory, it peaks at intermediate growth rate [38]; this can be confounded by excess uptake of a non-limiting nutrient under a single limitation of a different nutrient [36]. A recent meta-analysis by Yuan and Chen (2015b) [39] showed that fertilization with N, P, and their combination increases respective tissue element content. The ratios of C:N and C:P respond according to tissue element content across various plant functional types and habitats [31]. Additionally, leaf stoichiometry is strongly dependent on the phenology and maturity of plants [40], and is thereby affected by the frequency of biomass removal from land-use practices (e.g., mowing) [41]. Yet, the effect of warming-induced increases in nutrient availability on plant tissue element contents depends on plant type and the environmental conditions under which plants are growing [31]. Warming likely increases aboveground plant tissue C:N ratio of warm, moisture-limited temperate grasslands, as a result of increased structural carbon-rich compounds in leaves to reduce water loss [12], or by increased nutrient-use efficiency [42]. In contrast to this, effects of warming on cold-temperature limited systems with sufficient moisture remain ambiguous. Warming-induced changes of the C:N ratio were shown to either increase by increasing nutrient uptake [43], decrease via dilution of nitrogen by increased production [44], or reveal no effects [45]. In the long run, changes in nutrient availability and balances alter community composition [46], provided ecosystem services [47], multi-trophic interactions [48], and, ultimately, global coupled biogeochemical cycles [49].

Nutritive quality may decrease with warming [50], though these effects can be variable in high-elevation mountain grasslands [51], and often are mediated by community turnover [52,53]. Community composition and species richness are altered by climate change [54,55] and land-use [56], and community composition is key in determining forage quality and medicinal value [57]. For instance, increasing temperature and nutrient availability will likely favour fast-growing resource-acquisitive species [58,59]. In cold temperature adapted ecosystems, graminoids often increase under warmer climates [60], potentially reducing nutritive quality. Changes in nutrient availability, allocation, and plasticity within a community will affect the amount and stability of ecosystem services provided by managed grasslands, such as quantity and chemical composition of forage. Mountain grasslands are predominantly used for agriculture and are vulnerable to climate-change. Thus, it is of high importance to understand grasslands dynamic responses in elemental stoichiometry under future climatic conditions to maintain provided ecologic and economic value.

Here, we investigated the interacting effects of experimental, implemented climate change and contrasting land-use intensities (high/intensive vs. low/extensive) on forage provision (ANPP and elemental stoichiometry) of two montane grasslands within the German Alps. We hypothesize that (i) ANPP increases with both warming and high-intensity land-use, (ii) elemental stoichiometry changes due to increased nitrogen availability and uptake (decreasing C:N and increasing N:P ratio), with high-intensity management, and (iii) warming-induced changes of nutrient availability amplify the effects of land-use intensity on elemental stoichiometry.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Experimental Setup

This study was conducted at three experimental sites of the project “Sustainable use of alpine and pre-alpine grassland soils in a changing climate” (SUSALPS; https://www.susalps.de/en/, accessed on 5 May 2021), along an elevational gradient within the German Alps. During the experimental campaigns in 2017 and 2018, this elevational gradient represented a temperature gradient of +3 K, spanning between the high-elevation site (Esterberg; 1260 m a.s.l.; mean annual temperature: 6 °C, mean annual precipitation: 1113 mm) via the mid-elevation site (Graswang; 860 m a.s.l.; 7 °C, 1433 mm), to the low-elevation site (Fendt; 600 m a.s.l.; 9 °C, 1036 mm). All of these sites are characteristic semi-natural grasslands of this region and are agriculturally used as cattle pastures. For
edaphic and plant sociologic information, see Supplementary Table S1 (or see Berauer et al. (2020) [51] for more detailed site descriptive information).

In 2016, intact natural plant-soil monoliths (communities) from the high-elevation and mid-elevation sites were translocated downslope to each lower elevational site to passively simulate climate change. Climatic control monoliths were reburied at the site of origin. Each translocated plant-soil community had a diameter of 30 cm and a depth of 40 cm. The procedure of translocation was as described in Berauer et al. (2019) [19]. A total replicate amount of 60 communities (3 × 12 from high-elevation and 2 × 12 from mid-elevation) were translocated. Each set of 12 translocated communities was equally split into intensive and extensive land management (n = 6 per origin × recipient × management combination; see Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Scheme of experimental set-up. Each coloured plant symbol represents six plant-soil communities (replicates), translocated along an elevational and climatic gradient. The two different plant symbols represent communities from two different sites of origin, and colours represent climatic conditions, from cold (blue) to warm (red). The two contrasting—extensive (EXT) and intensive (INT)—land-use intensities are given on top of each respective row.](image)

Intensively managed communities were cut five times per year and received a slurry application after each cut, whereas extensively managed communities were cut three times per year and received a slurry application only after the first and last cut per year, matching common agricultural practices of the region. For details on the chemical composition of the applied cattle slurry, see Supplementary Table S2. Cuts were conducted 3 cm aboveground using scissors. This cutting height was chosen to follow the scientific standards [61] that best represented aboveground biomass while avoiding damage to plant roots and allowing regrowth, even though this may not best represent typical agricultural practices. Fertilizer application consisted of 130 mL of slurry (corresponding to 42 ± 10 kg N ha⁻¹) spread homogenously on the surface after each cutting. In total, intensively managed monoliths received ~250 kg N ha⁻¹ a⁻¹ and extensively managed monoliths received ~100 kg N ha⁻¹ a⁻¹, following typical amounts applied by farmers in this study region. The exact timing of land-use management application was linked to the local farmers’ application as tightly as possible, and started in 2017.
2.2. Data Collection

After each cut, aboveground biomass bulk samples of each community (from now on “ANPP”—aboveground net primary production) were dried at 60 °C for 48 hours and weighed. ANPP was scaled to g m⁻² (see Appendix A Formula (A1)).

Due to different time intervals between land management applications, we standardized biomass production by time (from now on called “productivity”). To do so, production was either divided by the number of days between two consecutive harvest dates or, in the case of the first cut of the year, the number of days between the start of the growing season and first cut (see Appendix A, Formula (A2)). We defined the start of the growing season as the first five consecutive days with mean air temperature above 5 °C [62]. This standardization allows for comparison with a similar standardized wetness index (see below).

To analyze leaf chemistry, we first ensured a homogenous and representative mixture and quality of dried community aboveground biomass bulk samples by shredding them to 2 mm [SK1, Retsch GmbH; Haan, Germany], and, afterwards, pulverizing them using a ball mill [MM301, Retsch GmbH; Haan, Germany]. Carbon (C in percentage of dry weight) and nitrogen content (N in percentage of dry weight) of mixed community bulk samples were analyzed using elemental analysis [Thermo Quest Flash EA 1112, Thermo Fisher Scientific; Waltham, USA], and phosphorous content (P in g kg⁻¹ equivalent to permille) was analyzed using inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry [Vista-Pro radial, Varian Inc.; Palo Alto, USA] after pressure digestion in 65% HNO₃, all following international standardized protocols (Bayreuth Center of Ecology and Environmental Research, central analytical chemistry laboratory; Bayreuth, Germany). We derived C:N, C:P, and N:P ratios (note, phosphorous was transformed to percent prior to calculation), as well as absolute amounts of elements (as produced biomass times relative portion of each respective element).

With the experimental set-up in 2016, sensors for soil temperature and moisture [EcH₂O 5-TM, Decagon Devices Inc.; Pullman, USA] were installed horizontally at 5 and 15 cm depth, together with data loggers [EcH₂O Em50, Decagon Devices Inc.; Pullman, USA]. Soil temperature and moisture were monitored at 30 min intervals at both depths in two separate monoliths, and in an additional third monolith at only 5 cm depth for each origin × recipient × treatment combination. Soil moisture was aggregated on a daily basis. Each site had operating weather stations and their precipitation and temperature data were used in this study.

We calculated the soil wetness index (SWI, e.g., Dirmeyer et al., 2000) [63]

\[
\text{soil wetness index} = \frac{\theta - \theta_{WP}}{\theta_{FC} - \theta_{WP}} \text{If } \theta > \theta_{FC} \rightarrow \theta = \theta_{FC}
\]

with \(\theta\) as in situ measured soil moisture, \(\theta_{WP}\) as wilting point, and \(\theta_{FC}\) as field capacity. This wetness index represents plant available water at a given time. Field capacity and wilting point were calculated based on soil texture, including a relative amount of sand and clay, using the USDA’s Soil Water Characteristics program (following Saxton and Rawls, 2006 [64]), with soil texture data presented in Berauer et al. (2020) [51]. We excluded organic matter in the calculation, as we lacked data for 2017 and 2018.

The SWI was calculated for each occurring origin*recipient*treatment combination, aggregated across both soil depths, to quantify potential occurring drought condition. We use the SWI to calculate the number of days with no plant available water (SWI < 0) during the growing season.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

We aggregated data per year (sum of ANPP, total N, total P, mean productivity, C, N, P content and C:N, C:P, and N:P) of each origin*recipient*treatment combination, and examined a Pearson’s correlation among them. Due to high correlations of many of these variables, we opted to analyze and report in detail ANPP, C:N, and N:P ratios,
as the biological stoichiometry of plants is a powerful predictor of nutrient limitation and resource allocation strategies [65]. To test for effects of climate change and land-use intensity on the amount and elemental stoichiometry of ANPP over the course of the two studied years, we conducted generalized least square models with land-use intensity (LUI), recipient site as a proxy for climate change (CC), and year, all interacting with each other as predictors. To cope with the non-independence of repeated sampling of replicates (single experimental communities), we included an auto-correlation AR-1 model structure with a replicate nested in year. We conducted separate models for the two sites of origin, because of differing comparisons by experimental set-up and communities. When needed, we used a pairwise Tukey HSD as a post hoc test to test for significant differences if more than two comparisons were possible. Model assumptions of all models were confirmed visually (normal distribution: histogram, QQ plot and variance homoscedasticity: standardized residuals vs. fitted values; Zuur et al. (2009) [66]).

All statistical tests were performed using R-Version 3.6.1 [67], using the packages nlme [68] and lsmeans [69]. An exhaustive summary of mean and standard error of all measured parameters and model outputs is provided in Supplementary Tables S3–S5.

3. Results

Intensively managed communities had low resistance of ANPP in warmer climates when originating from both high-elevation ($p_{LUI*CC*Year} = 0.0132$) and mid-elevation ($p_{LUI*Year} < 0.001$, $p_{CC*Year} = 0.0108$) sites. More specifically, ANPP in 2017 increased under warmer conditions for both intensively and extensively managed communities originating from high-elevation, but this effect was higher at mid-elevation (+1 °C: intensive +166%; extensive +128%) than the warmest low-elevation site (+3 °C: intensive +98%; extensive +101%, Figure 2a). In the second year of study (2018), extensive management maintained a similar level of ANPP, whereas ANPP of intensively managed communities decreased in comparison to 2017 at warmer sites (by −42% at +1 °C and −35% at +3 °C; Figure 2a). In 2018, the positive effect of warming in intensively managed communities only remained under +1 °C warming ($p_{ctrl+1} < 0.05$), and was nullified at the warmest recipient site ($p_{ctrl+3} = 0.402$). Communities originating from mid-elevation sites similarly showed increasing ANPP under warmer conditions for intensive (+41%) and extensive (+29%) land-use intensity, while, in 2018, no effect of warming was apparent under either land-use intensity. Again, ANPP of extensively managed communities decreased in comparison to 2017 at warmer sites (by −42% at +1 °C and −35% at +3 °C; Figure 2a). In 2018, the positive effect of warming in intensively managed communities remained under +2 °C warmer conditions (Figure 2b).

The C:N ratio of intensively managed communities remained constant across sites and years, while the C:N ratio of extensively managed communities originating from high-elevation sites increased with time ($p_{LUI*Year} < 0.001$) and warming ($p_{CC*Year} < 0.05$; $p_{LUI*CC} < 0.001$). The increased C:N ratio of extensively managed communities (2017: +18% at +1 °C; +22% at +3 °C l 2018: +18% at +1 °C; +22% at +3 °C; Figure 2c) was primarily induced by a reduced nitrogen tissue content under warmed conditions in 2017 (−15% at both +1°C and +3 °C) and 2018 (−13% at +1°C and −15% at +3°C, Supplementary Figure S1). Additionally, the C:N ratio increased in 2018 at climatic control site (+12%), +1 °C (+12%) and +3 °C (+13%), driven by a concordant but non-significant decrease in nitrogen and an increase in carbon content (see Supplementary Figure S2).
Figure 2. Yearly ANPP (a,b) of extensively managed (left column of a, b, c, d) communities of both high-elevation (a,c) and mid-elevation (b,d) origin remains stable over the two years of study, contrasted with the significant decline in ANPP of intensive managed (right column of a, b, c, d) communities in 2018. The C:N ratio (c,d) is higher under extensive management, and increases in 2018, in contrast to a constant low C:N ratio of intensively managed communities. Shown are mean and standard deviation. Letters indicate significant ($p < 0.05$) differences within panel. Colours match recipient site colour code of Figure 1.

The C:N ratio of intensively managed communities originating from mid-elevation sites was invariant across time and climatic conditions. In contrast, the C:N ratio of extensively managed communities increased over time ($p_{LUI*Year} < 0.001$) at both the climate control (+10%) and +2°C site (+15%), but did not show differences between sites (Figure 2d).

C:N and N:P were negatively correlated, though this relationship was stronger in intensively managed communities (Figure 3). C:N and N:P ratios ranged from 16.3 to 26.6, and from 6.1 to 9.4, respectively. The range of N:P ratios is comparable for extensively (6.3 to 9.4) and intensively (6.1 to 9.2) managed communities. In contrast, the C:N ratio of intensively managed communities revealed a lower, narrower range (16.3 to 19.9) than the extensively (17.8 to 26.6) managed communities, demonstrating higher nutritive value of intensively managed communities and less stoichiometric plasticity.
The strong differences in ANPP between both study years of intensively managed communities and for C:N ratio of extensively managed communities can be linked to the observed plant available water content during both study years (Figure 4, Supplementary Figure S3). The number of days without plant available water (number of days with SWI < 0) increased for all origin × recipient × management combinations in 2018, except in the high-elevation climatic control. Irrespective of site of origin and land-use intensity, the number of days without plant available water increased in 2018 in comparison to 2017 at mid-elevation sites by ~55 days, and at low-elevation sites by ~106 days. The increase in number of days without plant available water between both study years, irrespective of site of origin, was stronger under extensive than intensive land-use intensity at both mid-elevation (extensive: ~71 days; intensive: ~39 days) and low-elevation (extensive: ~122 days; intensive: ~90 days) sites (see Supplementary Table S6). The number of days without plant available might appear very high and unreasonable. Different methodological limitations are contributing to the pattern. First, both field capacity and wilting point were calculated based on measured soil texture, but not in situ determined. Second, soil moisture was tracked using TDR-sensors reporting soil volumetric water content. Prior to field installations, sensors were calibrated and ensured to be comparable against each other. Though, volumetric water content still slightly misrepresents gravimetric water content. Ultimately, these methodological difficulties might cause a slight overestimation of days without plant available water. Yet, as the sensors are comparable to each other, the induced systematic error is neglectable. Similarly, due to calculus, the fixed lower benchmark of wilting point will not result in changes of the here presented and discussed pattern.
4. Discussion

Warmer environments led to increased productivity, as long as precipitation did not become limiting. The positive effect of warming on ANPP was amplified by intensive land-use management. Intensively managed communities were more productive and nutrient rich than extensively managed communities, regardless of warming. However, an especially dry year in 2018 revealed low resistance of ANPP under intensive land-use intensity, whereas extensive land-use intensity was able to maintain a constant level of ANPP, even under dry conditions, by shifting to a resource conservative strategy, indicated by higher C:N. Changes in elemental stoichiometry and content indicate a changed nutrient resource allocation under extensive land-use intensity, and may encourage investment in drought tolerance.

ANPP increases with warming in grasslands [21,70]. Specifically, cold-temperature limited grasslands were shown to profit from warming by increasing vegetation length and nutrient availability [71], as long as soil moisture conditions remained sufficient [18,19]. Higher nutrient input relieves nutrient limitations, leading to increased production [30]. On a global scale, land-use intensification increases ANPP at the cost of species loss [72]. Similarly, a supplied surplus of nitrogen by fertilization might cause the lower C:N ratio of intensive managed communities, as more nitrogen is available for plant growth and excess supply can be stored—so called luxury uptake [36]. Additionally, the generally lower C:N ratio of intensively managed communities in comparison to extensively managed communities might result from the two different cutting frequencies, yielding harvested tissue at different stages of maturity and phenology, both of which affect C:N ratio. Young tissues are known to be nutrient rich [40], adding evidence to the observed pattern.

The alternating resistance between both land-use intensities might be caused by different community compositions with different resource use strategies. Warming of cold-temperature limited grasslands causes loss of species [19] and changes in community composition [54,55], most likely favouring fast-growing resource acquisitive species [59].
i.e., graminoids [60]. The warming-induced loss of species is likely fuelled by increasing land-use intensity [73]. The asynchronous reaction of species—the loss of performance from one species suffering is filled by another species profiting from changed environmental conditions—to environmental changes and stressors affects communities’ stability and the provision of ecosystem multifunctionality [74,75]. Ma et al. (2017) [76] found weakened species asynchrony induced by warming to be the main factor reducing the temporal stability of production. Our results add further evidence to suggest that ongoing climate change alters both mean [4,77] and variability of climates [8,78], which will have critical impacts on ecosystem functioning and stability in general [79,80], especially in mountain regions [14,32]. These effects can be direct or indirectly mediated via changed community composition and species dominance, though we lacked the data to test for composition effects here. Nutrient enrichment likely favours species with a high growth rate (acquisitive species) as the demand and supply of high N and P are met [36]. Though benefitting from high resource availability, acquisitive species are at a disadvantage under low resource availability [59]. Thus, we speculate the low resistance of intensively managed communities to be caused by the dominance of acquisitive species, whereas more species with a conservative resource strategy within the extensive communities are the potential cause of stability. This might also be supported by the constant C:N ratio of intensively managed communities, suggesting that species are less capable of changing resource allocation, or that resource conservative species were lost from these communities.

As the cutting regime remained constant for both land-use intensities in both years, the increase in C:N ratio of extensively managed communities is unlikely to be caused by changed maturity of harvested tissue. This poses the question of shifting resource allocation in extensively managed communities. The observed increase in C:N is driven by opposed changes in tissue carbon (increase) and nitrogen (decrease) content. The decreasing nitrogen tissue content might result from nitrogen immobilization and altered soil microbial communities in managed mountain grasslands under drought conditions [81]. However, because we did not detect a consistent nitrogen content pattern under intensive management, the consistent pattern in extensive management might hint towards shifting resource allocation belowground [11], though we lacked the data to test this. On the other hand, increasing leaf tissue carbon content, as increased structural investment to reduce water loss [12] or soluble non-structural carbohydrates to lower leaf water potential at stomatal closure [13], are possible mechanisms underlying the pattern observed in this study.

The observed N:P ratios for communities of both land-use intensities are below 10, suggesting N-limited growth conditions rather than P-limitation [46,82]. This potential N-limitation might be surprising, given the amount of slurry fertilizer added to the communities. Yet, it adds indirect evidence to a low slurry use efficiency of montane pasture communities, which ultimately may lead to C- and N-mining from soil organic matter [83]. Nonetheless, the N:P rations are within the optimum range for agricultural managed grasslands in mountain regions of Switzerland proposed by Liebisch et al. (2013) [84], rating the optimum between 5.5 and 9. In a previous study, crude protein content of those montane pasture communities was shown to be sufficient for dairy production, irrespective of management intensity [51].

Human-induced changes in the availability of carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorous are reflected in changed elemental stoichiometry, and cause an inexorable imbalance in global nutrient cycles (especially a deficiency of phosphorous in comparison to carbon and nitrogen) already impacting managed ecosystems around the world [47]. Further intensification of agriculture—potentially exceeding sustainable limits of stock density or carbon export—can reduce soil organic carbon stocks [85] and, in a worst case scenario, can cause the decoupling of biogeochemical cycles [86]. In excess, the likely reduction of species richness by intensification [72] may further reduce ecosystem stability [87] and multifunctionality [88].
5. Conclusions

Our result revealed a low resistance of ANPP of intensively managed communities under dry conditions, whereas extensively managed communities were able to maintain production, likely by altering resource allocation. A communities’ inherent ability to cope with interannual climate variability is crucial for maintaining stable ecosystem function. Thus, by restricting a community’s plasticity in resource allocation strategies, intensive management may prove unsuitable for the sustainable provision of ecologic and economic services of montane pastures in future climates. We recommend shifting from intensive to extensive management in montane regions to preserve cultural heritage, in addition to the economic and ecologic value provided by these ecosystems.
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Appendix A. Formulas

Upscaling of ANPP to $[g \text{ m}^{-2}]$.

$$Production \left[ \frac{g}{m^2} \right] = \left[ Production \left[ \frac{g}{\text{monolith}} \right] \times \left( \frac{1}{\pi \times r^2} \right) \right]$$

(A1)

With $r = 0.15 \text{ m}$, $1/\pi \times r^2$ equalling $[1/\text{surface area}]$ of monolith equals the multiplier from $[g/\text{monolith}]$ to $[g \text{ m}^{-2}]$.

Calculation of productivity as production scaled by time

$$Productivity \left[ \frac{g}{m^2 \cdot d^{-1}} \right] = \frac{Production}{Days \text{ between cutting}}$$

$$Days \text{ between cutting} (\text{Midseason}) = \text{Cutting[DOY]} - \text{Previous Cutting[DOY]}$$

$$Days \text{ between cutting} (1st \text{ cut of the year}) = \text{Cutting[DOY]} - \text{Start Growing Season[DOY]}$$

(A2)
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